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The Outstanding Scientist and the Honorable Son of
his Country Land – Ivane Javakhishvili
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ABSTRACT: One of the most popular public figures in Georgia was outstanding historian and linguist
Ivane Javakhishvili. Hundred and forty years passed since his birth (1876-1940). His contribution into
Georgian science, culture and public life is tremendous. He is one of the founders of Tbilisi State
University. Now Tbilisi State University is called after his name. We say Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State
University. He was the real patriot of Georgia and Georgian nation. All his life he devoted to the development
of science and bringing up young generation. He brought a lot of new ideas into education. He left
substantial contribution in the history of Georgia, history of Georgian economy, history of Georgian law,
Georgian palaeography, historical geography, metrology, numismatology, history of music, construction
activities and other fields of sciences. Georgian people are proud of having such an honorable human and
scientist. © 2016 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Ivane Javakhishvili is a completely unique phe-

nomenon in the history of Georgian public life, who

appeared in the late 19th and early 20th centuries in the

history of Georgia. One hundred and forty years

passed since Ivane Javakhishvili’s birth (1876-1940).
He was a citizen and scientist, whose great efforts

resulted in the foundation of the University, the first

educational hearth in Georgia, and investigation of

Georgian history. It was the beginning of a completely

new stage in Georgian historiography. With his in-

tense scientific work and social activities he contin-

ued the deeds for the use of the cultural life of the

Georgian nation started by Ilia Chavchavadze.

Ivane Javakhishvili was born on April 11 (23), 1876.

Ivane’s father, Alexandre Javakhishvili, was engaged

in teaching activities. I. Javakhishvili had a traditional

Georgian family and children were brought up in the

spirit of boundless love for the homeland and native

language. In 1888, Ivane Javakhishvili was enrolled

into the second class of gymnasium after completion

of pro-gymnasium. He had penchant for history at

that time. During that period, he began writing small

and very interesting essays. His works attracted at-

tention and Ivane Javakhishvili decided to become a

historian.

In 1895, Ivane Javakhishvili finished the gymna-

sium. The Director of the gymnasium gave excellent

characteristics to Ivane and he went to Saint

Petersburg. The same year he entered the Faculty of

Oriental Studies, Armenian-Georgian-Iranian Depart-
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ment of the Saint Petersburg University. There he

was specialized in Georgian and Armenian history.

Ivane Javakhishvili took part in the activities of

the Georgian community in Saint Petersburg. He man-

aged a Georgian history learning circle. Under his

leadership a good relationship with Armenian and

Azerbaijan communities was established, furthermore,

the South Caucasus community was founded.

In 1899, Javakhishvili graduated from the Univer-

sity and by the decision of the Board of the Faculty

of Oriental Studies he continued the studies for Sci-

entific Degree.

Even hundred years ago, in the beginning of the

20th century Ivane Javakhishvili foresaw that Geor-

gian history was in front of new, important challenges.

A lot of things needed to be reviewed and evaluated.

To form pure and genuine academic history, fore-

most, it was required to have good basis to achieve

the goal. As a real patriot of his nation Ivane

Javakhishvili chose his own way, the way of telling

the truth. He criticized anti-scientific and false views

concerning the history of Georgia. Ivane Javakhishvili

declared:

«qarTvelma   istorikosma   piruTvnelad

unda  Seiswavlos Tavisi  eris warsuli, pir-

uTvnelad unda warmoudginos Tavis samSoblos

warsuli Tanamemamuleebsac  da ucxoelebsac,

radgan mas  ar  unda daaviwydes, ra didi Rvaw-

lic  unda miuZRodes erovnebas warsulSi, Tu

igi awmyoSi aras warmoadgens, brwyinvale

warsuli  veras   uSvelis» [1].

Ivane Javakhishvili took over the heritage and

the ideas of national liberation of Ilia Chavchavadze

and other public people of the 19th century.

In the beginning of the 20 th century, Ivane

Javakhishvili put into practice the plan for the Na-

tional University establishment in Georgia. In 1914

the law on the establishment of private educational

Institutes in non-Russian language was issued in

the Russian Empire.

Ivane Javakhishvili in collaboration with his sup-

porters (Akaki Shanidze, Ioseb Kipshidze, Shalva

Nucubidze, Zurab Avalishvili and others) made great

contribution for establishment of the University. He

was in the center of public opinion of the nation.

In spring 1917, Javakhishvili came to Tbilisi and

first organizational arrangements were held. On May

12 of the same year, they held the foundation meet-

ing of the Georgian University society, where famous

scientists, Ekvtime Takaishvili, Dimitri Uznadze,

Luarsab Botsvadze, Grigol Veshapeli, Ilia Zurabishvili

and many others were present. The Great Scientist

had clearly documented that Georgian University had

to be at the same time a scientific research center,

Higher Institution for preparing the scientific staff of

higher education for science and practice in Georgia.

Broad activities began in Kutaisi as well. Geor-

gian society with satisfaction met the news regard-

ing the attempt to establish the University. Beside

Georgians, The representatives of other nations liv-

ing in Georgia expressed their support. Ivane

Javakhishvili, Petre Meliqishvili and Andria Razmadze

were entitled to choose and invite the professors for

the University. The first session of the University

Professors’ Collegium was held in January 13, 1918.
They elected the University administration and asked

Javakhishvili to take the post of the University Rec-

tor. Javakhishvili declined this proposition and of-

fered Petre Meliqishvili, being very popular scientist

in Russia and abroad, to be assigned for this post.

The Professors’ Collegium accepted this offer.
Javakhishvili was appointed the Dean of Philosophy

Faculty.

The Georgian University was opened on the

Memorial Day of David Agmashenebeli in January

26, 1918. The first lecture was delivered by Ivane

Javakhishvili on the topic «Human personality and

the significance in ancient Georgian historical-philo-

sophical writings».

On December 24, 1919, Ivane Javakhishvili was

elected the Rector of the University. He held this

position until January 24, 1926. All this time he de-

voted himself to the University’s further prosperity.
The University’s autonomy and Ivane Javakhishvili
himself became unacceptable for the new govern-

ment of the Soviet regime. In 1925, the government
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assaulted the University’s autonomy. Practically, the
University’s autonomy was abolished. Since 1926 the
position of the Rector was not electable, but it was

appointed by higher-level authorities. It was contin-

ued until 1992 and the University’s autonomy was
disintegrated. Since June 1926, Javakhishvili was dis-

missed from the post of the Rector and practically he

was put aside from the University.

In July 7, 1930, the Georgian National Soviet of

Commissars issued the resolution on Tbilisi Univer-

sity reorganization The University was divided into

several higher Institutes. This period was very diffi-

cult for Georgian intellectuals. In the whole Soviet

Union the fight against so-called «Kondratevschina»

began Georgia stood out in this fight as well. This

fight was against unreliable scientists. On December

13, 1930, the Rector of Pedagogical Institute Ivane

Vashakmadze began to blame Javakhishvili and his

School at the committee meeting.  According to I.

Vashakmadze, Ivane Javakhishvili was “the repre-
sentative of the old feudal – nationalistic country.
Methodologically, he was the crawling empiricist and

anti-Marxist. The history of Ivane Javakhishvili was

not the history as Science … his work was worsen-
ing rather, than progressing”. Unfortunately, many
attendees sided with the Rector’s pathos. Among
them some famous historians, who practically be-

trayed the Great Scientist. Aspirant Severian

Kalichava criticized Javakhishvili to emphasize that

the symbol of the Georgian nation was David

Agmashenebeli.

Thus, Javakhishvili was dismissed from the Uni-

versity on May 28, 1931, by the order of the Commis-

sar of Public Education. For some time Ivane put all

his work off and was unemployed. Three months later,

he started working as the scientific consultant to the

National Museum. In 1933, the University was re-

stored. Ivane Javakhishvili was returned to be the

Head of the Department of Georgian Ancient His-

tory. The Head of the department of Georgian Mod-

ern History was Simon Hundadze. Two years later

Ancient and Modern History Departments were

united and Simon Janashia became the Head of that

department. Ivane Javakhishvili was left jobless again.

In 1936, a new stage of persecution against Ivane

Javakhishvili began. This period was very difficult

for the University professors and students. It be-

came regular for mutual denunciation and sacrific-

ing, moreover, each such action could fall a victim. In

March 23, 1936, a public meeting of the University

History department was held, where the Rector Karlo

Oragvelidze in his report: “The decision on historical
issues and our challenges by the Central Committee

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and

Council of People’s Commissars” called the school
of the I. Javakhishvilis to be a «bourgeois-national-

istic school» [2]. It was completely undeserved con-

demnation of the Great Scientist. However, the same

year, the circumstances drastically changed. The criti-

cism and persecution of Ivane Javakhishvili stopped.

His works on historiography drew the attention of

the first editor Alexander Svanidze, the founder of

the all-union Journal ”Vestnik drevney istorii”. Due
to this information and recommendation to Ioseb Sta-

lin (he was Stalin’s brother-in-law), Ivane
Javakhishvili returned  back to regular scientific and

public life. Soon he was appointed a scientific con-

sultant to the Institute of Language, History and

Material Culture. Later he was elected the Deputy to

the Georgian Supreme Soviet, a Member of the Pre-

sidium Supreme Soviet, the Academician of the Acad-

emy of Sciences of the Soviet Union, the head of the

History Department of the Georgian Museum. Ivane

Javakhishvili personally headed the exhibition dedi-

cated to the 750th  anniversary of the manuscript «The

Knight in the Panther’s Skin» and was rewarded with
the Order of the Red Banner of Labour.

The Rectors of the Tbilisi University after Ivane

Javakhishvili, had severe misfortune. Tedo Glonti,

Malaqia Toroshelidze, Ivane Vashakmadze, Levan

Agniashvili, Karlo Oragvelidze, Alexandre

Erqomaishvili were shot during 1937-1938 by the ex-

isting political regime, to which they had served loy-

ally.

Javakhishvili had close relationship with the so-

ciety of read and write distribution. He supported
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with pleasure the idea of publishing the textbooks on

the general linguistics and linguistics of the Geor-

gian language. Ivane recommended Ioseb Kipshidze

and Akaki Shanidze to be the authors of these text-

books. Javakhishvili considered that there was the

need for composing General History of the East. He

offered Mikheil Tsereteli to be the author of this book.

The main role in the development of Georgian

historical science was played by historic and ethno-

graphic Associations, founded by Ekvtime Takaishvili

in 1907. Ivane Javakhishvili was actively involved in

the Association’s activity. Since 1921, after Ekvtime
emigrated, Ivane headed this Association for ten

years.

In the 1930’s, Ivane Javakhishvili actively partici-
pated in the creation of the Georgian encyclopaedia.

Unfortunately, it was not published. Remaining ar-

chive materials clearly show the role of Ivane in this

work. Ivane Javakhishvili drew special attention to

the Museum activity. With the scientist’s documented
request, the history department was formed at the

Museum, which Ivane headed for the rest of his life.

Ivane personally managed the exhibition dedicated

to the 750th anniversary of the book «The Knight in

the Panther’s Skin». Javakhishvili paid significant
attention to the protection-research issues of the

Georgian people’s cultural heritage. The academician
Giorgi Chubinashvili emphasized that the Georgian

Art issues, Georgian Art past researches and its fu-

ture were close and valuable for Ivane. He devoted

particular attention to Georgian ancient artistic crea-

tivity (field of the plastic arts – architecture, sculp-
ture, gold-work and others) and acknowledged it as

the indicator of the Georgian people’s high culture,
independence and strength. By 1914, the scientist

had already prepared Georgian Art History. One part

was published with title: «Art terms and main knowl-

edge about the monuments of art and material cul-

ture in the Ancient Georgian literature» [3]. The merit

of Ivane in the activity of Georgian Cultural Monu-

ments protection must be highlighted. Along with

monumental painting, Javakhishvili drew great atten-

tion to Georgian Architecture Monuments and took

significant measures for maintenance, protection and

preservation of architectural monuments. In 1946,

after the death of the scientist, Ivane’s very impor-
tant research work was published: «The materials for

the history of Georgian nation’s material culture (the
construction art in ancient Georgia) ». This is the

fundamental research on residential buildings, their

names, origin and evolution. The gigantic fruit of

labour of Ivane Javakhshvili is … «History of Geor-
gian nation, Economic history of Georgia, History of

Georgian law, historical geography, metrology,

numismatology, musicology, source studies, history

of Armenian writing, construction activities and gen-

eral issues of material culture history» – this is the
non-exhaustive list of problems, which the Great Sci-

entist put into the framework of education.

The name of Ivane Javakhishvili is closely asso-

ciated with the research and development of the his-

tory of Georgian Music. He made valuable conclu-

sion that the polyphony was the inner benefit of Geor-

gian music development.

Ivane Javakhishvili had close relationship with

such cultural figures as Zaqaria Paliashvili and Davit

Kakabadze. He had special relationship with Niko

Marr. They went to Mount Sinai, where they studied

medieval Georgian manuscripts (April-September

1902). Ivane Javakhishvili valued much and sup-

ported the student’s activity: Tamar Lomouri, Simon
Janashia, Simon Kauhchishvili, Niko Berdzenishvili

and others.

The Great Scientist was completely unpretentious

in life and lived with special simplicity.

In November 18, 1940, the Georgian scientific so-

ciety gathered to listen to Ivane Javakhishvili’s re-
port. The problem was very important: «The goals of

philological scientists and Georgian literary monu-

ments». At the appointed time, Ivane began his re-

port … in several minutes near the cathedra, while
reading, the Great Scientist’s heartbeat stopped. Ivane
Javakhishvili passed away, carrying out his scien-

tific and civic duty. In Paris, the outstanding scien-
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tist and public man Mikheil Tsereteli said: «Be at peace
dear and Great Ivane, forever among those Georgians,
who as you are with martyr halo. Your place is with
Great Ilia, who before you got the reward of great

merit of the same halo».
Today, we can proudly announce, that the Great

Scientist, patriot of the nation and public man – Ivane
Javakhishvili fulfilled his duty.

istoria

didi mecnieri, Rirseuli mamuliSvili _
ivane javaxiSvili

r. metreveli

akademiis wevri, saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademia, Tbilisi

asormoci weli Sesrulda ivane javaxiSvilis dabadebidan (1876-1940 ww.). am manZilidan
naTlad Cans is mZime da rTuli, TavauRebeli Sromisa da warmatebis gza, mraval
problemebTan erTad rom gaiara mecnierma. sruliad unikaluri movlenaa ivane javaxiSvili
saqarTvelos sazogadoebrivi cxovrebis istoriaSi. me-19 saukunis miwurulisa da me-20
saukunis dasawyisis saqarTvelos cxovrebaSi gamoCnda pirovneba, romelmac Tavisi didi
daRi daasva JamTasvlas; adamiani, romelmac WeSmariti mamuliSvilobis misabaZi magaliTi
uCvena Tanamedroveebs, magaliTi Rrma mecnieruli kvlevisa, samSoblos usazRvro
siyvarulisa, moZmeTa pativiscemisa;

qarTveli eris istoria, saqarTvelos ekonomikuri istoria, qarTuli samarTlis
istoria, qarTuli paleografia, istoriuli geografiis, metrologiis, numizmatikis,
musikis istoriis, samSeneblo saqmis da saerTod materialuri kulturis istoriis
sakiTxebi - es problemebi didma mecnierma codnis garkveul CarCoSi moaqcia.

moqalaqe da mecnieri, romlis didi mcdelobis Sedegia saqarTveloSi upirvelesi
ganaTlebis keris – universitetis daarseba da saqarTvelos istoriis kvlevis, qarTuli
istoriografiis sruliad axali etapis dawyeba, es iyo ivane javaxiSvili, pirovneba,
romelic me-20 saukunis dasawyisidanve Tavdauzogavi mecnieruli SromiTa da sazo-
gadoebrivi saqmianobiT mtkice burjad Seegeba ilia WavWavaZis mier dawyebul saqmes eris
kulturuli cxovrebis winsvlisaTvis.
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